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Besides tlie journal just named, the two others also specified habitually discuss questions connected with medicine and its collateral sciences; both works being published in Lisbon. But as neither of these periodicals are generally considered by native professional readers of equal authority with the ' Gazeta,' our [Jan.
these may be named, as of prominent importance, its distant site from the metropolis, which in every country always constitutes the focus of scientific and literary advancement, besides forming the great centre of attraction to men of superior intellect and acquirements. Possess- ing only a small hospital, where no large number of patients could be obtained from so limited a population as that of Coimbra, and in consequence of which no great variety of diseases would be likely ever to come under observation for the practical instruction of medical pupils, it consequently followed that these most essential requisites towards advantageously pursuing pathological studies, as also for superintending the treatment of disease, became eventually wanting.
Irrespective of this serious drawback, which retarded the proper prosecution of professional education, the restricted attention generally given to the study of Having completed the lengthened educational course just specified, a pupil may then be examined for the degree of bachelor in medicine.
But to obtain the higher grade of doctor, another year's residence at Reviews.
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